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environment in the RCM. In this way, the RCM provides a direct link between MIMO channel measurements and MIMO channel
modelling. For validation, we take state-of-the-art MIMO measurements, and parametrise the RCM exemplarly. Using three
diﬀerent validation metrics, namely, mutual information, channel diversity, and the novel Environment Characterisation Metric,
we find that the RCM is able to reflect the measured environment remarkably well.
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1. Introduction
Multiple-input multiple-output technology (MIMO) [1]
made its way in the recent years from an information-
theoretic shooting star [2] to actual products on the mass
market [3, 4]. Currently the 3GPP [5] is standardising
MIMO for the next generation’s mobile communications,
what is called Long Term Evolution (LTE) as well as IEEE is
standardising MIMO for WiMAX [6]. Already information
theory told that the promise of increased spectral eﬃciency
of MIMO systems is only available when the radio channel
permits, but this seems to have faded out of people’s memory.
Despite this fact, numerous algorithms were developed,
mostly considering ideal uncorrelated i.i.d. Rayleigh fading
channels between the transmit and receive antennas, which
is only true in rich-scattering environments with suﬃciently
large antenna spacings at both transmitter and receiver.
Otherwise, the performance of the algorithms deteriorates.
To reach the goal of gigabit transmissions over the wireless
link, one needs to include the knowledge of the actual
channel into the algorithms. Thus, an accurate model of the
propagation channel is paramount.
One can distinguish between three diﬀerent types of
MIMO channel models: (i) channel models for developing
signal-processing algorithms, for example, [7, 8]. These
models describe the radio channel by the correlations between
the diﬀerent links, established between individual antenna
elements. This makes the model mathematically tractable,
yet inaccurate when it comes to reflecting real-world propa-
gation conditions, because current correlation-based models
always base on the Rayleigh-fading (or, to some extent,
Ricean fading) assumption. While the so-called “Kronecker”
model [7] is favoured by many people because it can be
treated by random-matrix theory [9], the Weichselberger
Model [8] shows a much better fit to measurement data
[10, 11]. (ii) channel models for MIMO deployment in a
given environment, for example, ray-tracing [12, 13]. These
models try to predict MIMO conditions given a map (or
floor plan) for optimal positioning of MIMO-enabled base
stations, which comes with high demands on computational
power and accuracy of environment data bases; (iii) channel
models for testing of algorithms and systems, for example,
[14–16, Chapter 6.8]. These models typically represent a
certain kind of propagation scenario (like indoor oﬃces,
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or outdoor picocells), without considering a specific prop-
agation environment. This is achieved by modelling the
propagation environment in a stochastic way. Such models
usually have a medium complexity and represent realistic
channels very well, however a closed-form expression of the
channel model, as in the first case, does not exist. The major
diﬀerence between these models is their ability to describe
time variation.
A time-variant channel is an essential feature of mobile
communications. The 3GPP Spatial Channel Model (SCM)
[14] is well suited for simulating random-access communi-
cations. It models the channel in blocks (so-called “drops”),
during which the channel only undergoes Doppler fading,
but after a drop, the channel changes completely. This
assumption makes it impossible to test signal processing
algorithms that track the channel parameters between dif-
ferent snapshots. Additionally, the abrupt changes between
the drops are challenging for hardware testing using channel
simulators, since the device under test and the channel
model need to be synchronized. A major improvement is
the WINNER II geometry-based stochastic channel model
[15], which includes a smooth transition between drops.
This smooth transition is only provided by the full imple-
mentation of the WINNER II model. The popular down-
scaled version “clustered-delay line” does not provide the
basis to track the channel! The COST 273 MIMO channel
model [16, Chapter 6.8] does not use the concept of drops,
but intrinsically models the channel in a smooth way. While
the user is moving through a randomly-generated map,
he is illuminated via groups of diﬀerent propagation paths
depending on his location on this map. When the receiver
moves out of a certain region “visibility region”, a particular
group of paths fades out, and vice versa. Unfortunately, the
COST 273 model is not yet completely parametrised, nor
fully implemented.
1.1. Contribution. In this paper, we present the novel
Random-Cluster Model (RCM), a geometry-based stochastic
MIMO channel model for time-variant frequency-selective
channels. The application of the RCM focuses on algorithm
and system testing, yet it is parametrised directly from
measurements.
The Random-Cluster Model uses multipath clusters to
model the radio channel. Generally, multipath clusters can
be seen as groups of propagation paths having similar
parameters. We concisely define a cluster by its mathematical
description provided in Section 2.2. Clusters allow to charac-
terise the propagation environment in a compact way using
much less parameters than characterisation by individual
multipath components (MPCs). This data reduction is the
primary purpose for using clusters in radio channel models.
Clusters were first only observed in delay domain by Saleh
and Valenzuela [17]. Their concept was extended to the
joint angle-of-arrival/delay domain in [18]. Recently [19]
developed a test to prove the existence or non-existence of
clusters in propagation path estimates from channel mea-
surements, showing that clusters indeed exist independent
of the authors’ view. We were able to match clusters to real-
world scattering objects [20].
Several innovations were necessary to construct the
RCM, some of which have been introduced in conference
papers. First, to accurately parametrise the RCM, automatic
clustering techniques are necessary. The first semiautomatic
approach for clustering MIMO channel data was introduced
in [21]. We gradually extended these ideas by a meaningful
joint clustering approach [22], a power-weighted clustering
algorithm [23], a criterion to decide on the number of
clusters, a reasonable initial guess, and the ability to track
clusters over multiple time-variant snapshots [24]. The
mere fact that clusters can be tracked demonstrates that
clustering makes sense showing that they obviously stem
from scattering objects. The automatic parametrisation by
identifying clusters without user intervention turned out to
be essential to process a large amount of multiantenna
measurement data.
Regarding the ability to describe time-variant channels,
the RCM is capable to model random-access channels, and,
in addition, to cover continuous transmission in a time-
variant environment as well by creating smoothly time-
variant channel realisations. A major innovation of the
RCM is the concept of linearly moving clusters. In this
article, we will use the RCM to model smoothly time-
variant channels. (A first description of the RCM, modelling
random-access channels only was provided in [25], and [26]
briefly outlines the ideas of using clusters for time-variant
channel modelling.)
The RCM is a stochastic MIMO channel model, yet it
is parametrised directly from measurements. By double-
directional MIMO channel measurements in a specific envi-
ronment, a single multivariate pdf of the cluster parameters is
created, which is representative for the electromagnetic wave
propagation in this environment. The parameters of a single
realisation are drawn from this distribution. In this way, the
RCM is a stochastic channel model, deriving its parameters
directly from measurements.
The complexity of the RCM should be divided into
(i) the parametrisation complexity and (ii) the execution
complexity. Regarding the parametrisation complexity, the
RCM is parametrised automatically from measurements,
even if the number of parameters appears to be high.
The execution complexity of the RCM is governed by the
calculation of the channel matrix, as in all other prominent
physical channel models [27]. It adds up to 22 · LNTxNRxB
real operations, where L denotes the number of MPCs, NTx
andNRx denote the number of transmit and receive antennas,
respectively, and B denotes the number of frequency samples,
for which the channel matrix is calculated.
The ultimate challenge for any channel model is its
comparison to measurements. We will describe the exten-
sive validation of the RCM against measurements using
three diﬀerent validation metrics: (i) mutual informa-
tion [2], (ii) channel diversity [28], and (iii) the novel
Environment Characterisation Metric [29]. We find that
the RCM is able to reflect the measured time-variant
environment noticeably well. Additionally, we will demon-
strate why the popular mutual information “capacity” is
a poor validation metric for time variant MIMO channel
models.
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1.2. Organisation. This article is organised as follows.
Section 2 provides a first overview of the features of the
Random Cluster Model. Section 2.1 outlines the structure
of the RCM, Section 2.2 details the description of the
environment by multipath clusters. The initialisation of
the model is provided in Section 2.3, and details on the
implementation of the time variance are given in Section 2.4.
Section 3 describes the model validation by first outlining
the validation framework. We then introduce the validation
metrics used in Section 3.2, followed by the validation results
in Section 3.3. Finally, Section 4 concludes the article. In
Appendix A, we provide an overview of the measurements
used for parametrisation and validation.
2. The Random-Cluster Model
The RCM is based on the concept of multipath clusters. The
most significant feature of the RCM is that it is parametrised
directly from channel measurements by an automatic proce-
dure. In this way, the RCM is specific to the environment; it
closes the gap between channel measurements and channel
modelling. Nonetheless it is a stochastic model as we will
clarify shortly.
The novel approach of the RCM is to describe the
time-variant geometry of the channel completely by sta-
tistical cluster parameters. Clusters provide a compact way
of describing the underlying propagation environment. To
accurately parametrise the clusters, we extract their parame-
ters from measurements. An important feature of the MIMO
channel also reflected by the model is the coupling between
propagation paths in space and time, also known as the
double-directional MIMO channel model [30]. To enable
time-variance, clusters may move, relative to the Tx or Rx.
By this, the RCM creates correlated snapshots in time of the
propagation environment.
Summarising, the model has the following properties. It
is
(i) cluster-based,
(ii) propagation-based, but stochastic,
(iii) double-directional,
(iv) time-variant.
What the RCM Provides. The main focus of the RCM is
link-level simulation, for both algorithm testing and device
testing. It is well suited to reflect time-variant scenarios that
are similar, but not equal to the ones measured before. A
major feature is that the parametrisation of the RCM, directly
derived from measurements, is achieved automatically. In
this way it perfectly fills the gap between channel sounding
and channel simulation. Typical applications include testing
in specifically challenging channel situations, or in specific
application scenarios.
In contrast to “playback simulations” [31] where pre-
viously recorded impulse response data from a channel
sounder are used to directly model the environment, the
RCM is neither fixed in bandwidth, antenna array parame-
ters, or simulation duration.
What the RCM Does Not Provide. By the way it is para-
metrised, the RCM is very specific in reflecting a certain
type of environment. Being rooted in the COST 273 model
[16, Chapter 6.8], one might think that the RCM is an all-
purpose model. The model user will be warned that it does
not perform like this. Many aspects that make a model very
general have been intentionally omitted in the RCM in order
to reduce complexity, for example, a dedicated path loss
calculation, or a description of general environments.
For scenarios close to the measured ones, the RCM will
still perform better than other (even standardised) models
available, but proper parametrisation is always necessary.
The RCM is definitely not intended for supporting
MIMO deployment. Since the model does not include any
geometry, it is not suited for predicting the properties of
the electromagnetic field in specific locations on a map,
particularly not in environments that were not measured
before.
2.1. General Model Structure. In the following we describe
the RCM by its flow diagram shown in Figure 1. The
RCM consists of two major parts: the initialisation, and the
implementation of smooth time variation:
(1) During initialisation, a first snapshot of the scenario
is generated from the environment parameter func-
tion.
(2) The implementation of the smooth time variation is
split in two parts: (i) moving the clusters introduces
small-scale changes to the environment and generates
the Doppler-induced fading; (ii) the birth/death-
process accounts for shadowing and large-scale
changes.
Both of these parts rely on an accurate parametrisation
of the environment. In the next paragraphs we will first
detail how the environment is described. Subsequently we
will explain the model flow step by step.
2.2. Environment Description—Multipath Clusters. Multi-
path clusters are the basis for the RCM. Each cluster is
described by a number of parameters (Table 1), which are
stacked into the cluster parameter vector Θc. We distinguish
between the cluster location parameters (mean delay, azimuth
and elevation positions), cluster spread parameters (delay
spread, angular spreads), cluster power parameters (power of
the cluster and power of the snapshot in which the cluster
exists), cluster number parameters (number of paths within
the cluster, average number of coexisting clusters in the same
snapshot), and cluster movement parameters (change rates
of the cluster location and power parameters, and cluster
lifetime).
A time-variant environment may contain transitions
between diﬀerent propagation conditions, for example, from
LOS to NLOS and back. Clusters in these propagation condi-
tions have quite diﬀerent properties. Diﬀerent propagation
conditions are mainly reflected by two simple parameters:
the snapshot power and the number of clusters. These two
parameters are included in the set of cluster parameters,
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Figure 1: Flow diagram of the Random-cluster model.
being cluster selection parameters. They label clusters for
specific propagation conditions in a statistical way.
2.2.1. Geometrical Interpretation. A straight-forward exten-
sion of a MIMO channel description by single, discrete
MPCs, is the usage of multipath clusters.
Clusters are able to describe a double-directional wave-
propagation environment in the same way as multipath
components do. Figure 2 illustrates this concept. A cluster
represents a unique link between the transmitter and the
Table 1: Cluster parameters of a single cluster, contained in Θc.
Symbol Cluster parameter
τ Cluster mean delay
ϕTx Azimuth cluster position at Tx
ϕRx Azimuth cluster position at Rx
θTx Elevation cluster position at Tx
θRx Elevation cluster position at Rx
στ Cluster delay spread
σϕTx Cluster azimuth spreads seen from Tx
σϕRx Cluster azimuth spreads seen from Rx
σθTx Cluster elevation spreads seen from Tx
σθRx Cluster elevation spreads seen from Rx
σ2γ Cluster mean power
ρ
Total snapshot power, in which the
cluster occurs
Nc
Number of clusters coexisting in the
snapshot
Np Number of paths within a cluster
Δσ2γ
Change rate of cluster power per travelled
wavelength in dB
Δτ
Change rate of cluster mean delay per
travelled wavelength
ΔϕRx
Change rate of cluster mean AOA per
travelled wavelength
ΔϕTx
Change rate of cluster mean AOD per
travelled wavelength
ΔθRx
Change rate of cluster mean EOA per
travelled wavelength
ΔθTx
Change rate of cluster mean EOD per
travelled wavelength
Λ Cluster lifetime
receiver having a certain power, a certain direction of
departure, direction of arrival, and delay. Extending the
concept of a single MPC, a cluster shows a certain spread in
its parameters, describing the size of the cluster in space.
This leads to a significant reduction in the number of
parameters. One cluster describing a manifold of multipath
components showing similar propagation parameters is
described by only 21 parameters (see Table 1), while a single
MPC already needs 12 parameters (such seemingly large
numbers of parameters are necessary for a time-variant
description of clusters and propagation paths).
When we look at a cluster that stems from multiple
bounces of an electromagnetic wave on its way from Tx to
Rx, Figure 2 shows how a cluster appears when perceived
from Tx and Rx separately. The cluster splits up in two
parts. For single-bounce scattering, these two parts of a
cluster overlap physically. For a direct path (line-of-sight),
the cluster contains only a strong, single path. From the
cluster parameters, one cannot deduct whether the cluster
stems from single or from multiple-bounces scattering. From
a modelling perspective concentrating on clusters, however,
this knowledge is redundant (the same applies to MIMO
modelling by multipath components). Note that we are using















Figure 2: Geometrical interpretation of the RCM, demonstrated for
a single cluster.
multiple clusters to describe the multipath structure of the
radio channel, but Figure 2 shows just one cluster.
2.2.2. Environment pdf. In a measured environment, diﬀer-
ent kinds of clusters occur. We regard the parameters of these
clusters as an ensemble of a multivariate distribution, which
we call the environment pdf, (we use the established statistical
notation, where θc is the argument of the pdf of the random
vector Θc),
Θenv=˙ fΘc(θc). (1)
The environment pdf characterises the multipath structure
in a specific measured environment. In this way, the envi-
ronment is completely parametrised by a description that is
purely statistical. In some cases, this multivariate distribution
may be multimodal and does not necessarily follow a simple
closed-form distribution.
2.2.3. Parametrisation. The parameters of the RCM are char-
acterized by the environment pdf, which can conveniently be
estimated from MIMO channel measurements in a straight-
forward way.
(1) MIMO channel measurements provide multiple
impulse responses of the scenario. While the chan-
nel sounder continuously records frequency-selective
MIMO channel matrices at each time instant “snap-
shots”, the transmitter is moved to capture the time-
variant properties of the scenario.
(2) Propagation paths are estimated from each snapshot
of the channel measurements using a high-resolution
parameter estimation. For this purpose we used
the Initialization-and-Search-Improved SAGE (ISIS)
estimator [32] to estimate 100 paths from every
measured snapshot.
(3) We identify and track clusters in these propagation
paths using the fully automatic framework presented
in [24]. This framework has the following key
features.
(a) The initial guess algorithm identifies the cluster
locations by separating clusters as far as possible
in the parameter space while taking already
existing clusters from previous snapshots into
account. The number of clusters is estimated by
a power-threshold criterion.
(b) The clustering is optimized using the KPow-
erMeans algorithm [23], which makes clusters
as compact as possible. This is achieved by
including the concept of path power into the
classic KMeans algorithm and by enabling joint
clustering by appropriate scaling of the input
data.
(c) Clusters are tracked using a Kalman filter
between snapshots, where a probabilistic cluster
fitting criterion decides whether a cluster has
actually moved or has to be regarded as new.
As a result we obtain the parameters of all clusters in the
measured environment, as described in Table 1. The change-
rate parameters and cluster lifetimes are determined by the
tracking of the clusters. Typical examples of the change-
rate parameters and more discussion about their physical
interpretation are provided in [33].
(1) We estimate the environment pdf from all identified
clusters using a kernel density estimator (KDE) [34].
The KDE approximates the underlying distribution by a sum
of kernels. In this way, even multimodal distributions can
be described easily. As result, the environment pdf can be
written as










where μΘi and CΘi denote the mean and covariance of the ith
kernel, and NK denotes the number of kernels used.
To parametrise the environment pdf for the RCM, we use






















where D = 21 denotes the dimension of the cluster parame-
ter vector. We used Gaussian kernels for their low complexity
and analytical tractability. Furthermore, Gaussian kernels
manage to describe all kinds of (continuous) pdfs with low
error [35].
The kernel parameters μΘi and CΘi need to be estimated.
The input data for this estimation are the identified clusters
from a measurement route.
A straight-forward way to find the kernel parameters is
to choose the NK equal to the total number of identified
clusters. Each individual identified cluster is used as (mean)
parameter for an individual kernel. The variances of the
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kernel can then be estimated using the minimum average
mean integrated squared error (AMISE) criterion [35]. This
parametrisation approach is the most accurate one, although
the number of kernels may become quite large.
Of course, the obtained environment pdf is very specific
to the measured environment since it is directly parametrised
from measurements.
Figure 3 shows four diﬀerent two-dimensional cuts of
the same environment pdf, which was evaluated from a
measurement run at 2.55 GHz in the oﬃce environment,
described in the appendix. These two-dimensional pdfs are
colour coded from black (low probability) to white (high
probability).
It becomes obvious that the environment pdf is indeed
a multimodal distribution, strongly depending on which
parameters are observed. For example, Figure 3(a) demon-
strates that clusters with large mean delay usually have
weaker power, which was to be expected. Additionally,
Figure 3(b) details from which Rx directions clusters with
stronger power appear. Some of the cluster parameters are
even intrinsically correlated. For instance, Figures 3(c)-3(d)
show that there is a correlation between the cluster azimuth
spreads. Additional values of the environment pdf can be
found in [33, 36, Chapter 7.4].
2.3. RCM Initialisation. The initialisation procedure gener-
ates the first snapshot of the model.
2.3.1. Drawing Initial Cluster Parameters. The environment
pdf Θenv provides a description for all kinds of clusters that
were identified in the environment. To actually generate
a snapshot, the momentary propagation condition of the
environment must be selected. This is done by determining
the intended snapshot power and the number of clusters
(which are the cluster selection parameters). Their joint
distribution function is contained in the environment pdf.
Thus, we draw cluster parameters in a stepwise proce-
dure.
(i) First, we obtain the pdf of the number of clusters,
f (Nc), by marginalizing the environment pdf to the
number of clusters, which is done by integrating the
environment pdf over the other dimensions. Then
the actual number of clusters for the first snapshot,
N˜c, is determined by drawing a random sample from
this pdf. Since the number of clusters must be an
integer number, the ceiling of the drawn value is
assigned to N˜c.
(ii) Then, we obtain the pdf of the snapshot power
(given the number of clusters) by conditioning the
environment pdf on the chosen number of clusters
N˜c, and marginalising it to the snapshot power.
From this marginal distribution f (ρ | N˜c), the
intended snapshot power, ρ˜, is determined by drawing
a random sample from this pdf. This intended
snapshot is only used as a selection criterion for the
clusters to be drawn in the next steps. In general, the
sum power of the clusters will not exactly match the
intended snapshot power.
(iii) Finally, to select a specific type of clusters, the
environment pdf is conditioned on both the number
of clusters and on the intended snapshot power,
f (Θc | N˜c, ρ˜). From this final distribution, we draw
N˜c cluster parameter sets Θ˜c.
These parameters are drawn from a multivariate sum-of-
Gaussian distribution, which sometimes leads to invalid
parameters because of the Gaussian tails. For this reason,
the drawn spread parameters and the mean delay are lower-
bounded by zero, the number of paths within a cluster is
rounded to the next larger integer and lower bounded by
one, and the drawn cluster lifetime is rounded to the closest
integer value larger or equal to one. In this way, we can retain
the low-complexity kernel density estimation but still create
valid cluster parameters for the model.
These (post-processed) cluster parameters specify the
multipath structure of the initial snapshot.
2.3.2. Placing Multipath Components within the Clusters.
(1) In every cluster c, the corresponding number of paths
(which is an initial cluster parameter drawn before),
N˜p,c, is placed as follows. Every path is described by
the path parameters: complex amplitude (γ), total
delay (τ), and the azimuth and elevation of arrival
and departure, respectively, (ϕTx/Rx, θTx/Rx).
The delay is drawn from a Gaussian distribution with its
mean and variance given in the cluster parameters. Similarly,
the angular parameters are drawn from a wrapped Gaussian
distribution [37] (in the wrapped Gaussian distribution, all
realisations are mapped to their principal value in [−π,π)),
where the mean and variance are again determined in the
cluster parameters (Table 1). All paths within a cluster show
the same amplitude, |γp,c| =
√
ρc/N˜p,c, determined by the
total cluster power and the number of paths within a cluster,
and have a random phase, which is drawn from a uniform
distribution U(−π,π).
After having placed paths in all clusters, the propagation
environment of the initial snapshot is completely specified by
its multipath structure.
2.3.3. Generating the MIMO Channel Matrix “System Model”.
To calculate the MIMO channel matrix, we use the common
approach of a bandwidth filter and antenna filters [38].
The time-dependent MIMO channel transfer matrix is
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Figure 3: Exemplary marginal distributions of the environment pdf.
at a certain frequency bin Δ f equidistantly spaced on a
limited bandwidth between [ f0 − B/2, f0 + B/2], where
f0 denotes the carrier frequency and B the simulated
bandwidth. The antenna array patterns are described in
aTx/Rx(ϕTx/Rx, θTx/Rx), and the subset p, c denotes the pth path
in cluster c. This calculation dominates the computational
complexity of the model (a low-complexity implementation
of this equation is also available in [39]).
For the exemplary implementation of the RCM that
we validated (see Section 3), we imply an 8 × 8 MIMO
configuration with uniform linear arrays at both link
ends, a bandwidth of 20 MHz, and 32 frequency bins.
The centre frequency was set to either 2.55 GHz or to
5.25 GHz matching the measurement. An 8×8 configuration
provides a much tougher test whether a model renders
the spatial environment properties correctly than the 4 × 4
or 2 × 2 configurations envisaged for LTE. By including
the actual antenna array pattern, the RCM can easily
be extended to arbitrary array configurations other than
ULAs.
2.4. Implementation of the Time Variation. After the gener-
ation of the initial snapshot, the RCM generates channels
correlated in time. The implementation of the time variation,
based on the novel idea of linearly moving clusters, is an
integral part of the model. In this way, both stationary and
nonstationary time-variant channels can be modelled.
2.4.1. Time Bases. We distinguish between small-scale and
large-scale time variations. Small-scale variations, which
introduce fading, take place every sampling instant. Large-
scale variations, reflecting changes in the propagation struc-
ture, occur in less frequent intervals.
For this reason, the RCM distinguishes between two time
bases: the sampling time interval, Δts, and the cluster-lifetime
interval, ΔtΛ, where ΔtΛ = NΛ ·Δts. Cluster lifetimes, Λc, are
multiples of ΔtΛ (see Table 1).
2.4.2. Large-Scale Variation—Cluster Birth/Death Process. In
time-variant scenarios, where at least one of the transceivers
is moving, the propagation conditions can change
significantly. To introduce these large-scale changes into the
model, we included a cluster birth/death process.
This birth/death process is motivated from observations
in measurements, where clusters smoothly show up, exist
over a period of time, and eventually fade away. We reflect
this behaviour in our model by three parameters: (i) the
cluster lifetime, responsible for the cluster death, (ii) a cluster
birth pdf, and (iii) a fade-in/fade-out coeﬃcient.
The lifetime of each cluster is already intrinsically defined
in the cluster parameters (see Table 1), which was drawn
from the environment pdf when the cluster was created.
Cluster death is implemented by decreasing the lifetime of
each cluster in every cluster lifetime interval, ΔtΛ. Dying
clusters are fading out during the next cluster lifetime
interval.
An additional probability mass function (pmf), describ-
ing the number of cluster births per cluster lifetime interval,
is also extracted from the measurements. The extraction
method and examples of extracted parameters are pro-
vided in [33]. According to this pmf, a number of new
clusters are drawn every cluster lifetime interval. After
drawing the number of new clusters, the actual parameters
of these new clusters are drawn in the same way as
described in the initialisation procedure in Section 2.3.1.
New-born clusters fade in during the next cluster lifetime
interval.
The appearance or disappearance of clusters is done
exponentially in the small-scale updates, controlled by
the cluster fade-in/fade-out coeﬃcient |σin/out|dB. Empirical
evaluations showed that a maximum cluster attenuation of
10 dB provides best results, hence |σin/out|dB = 10/NΛ.
Note that our approach is diﬀerent from using “visibility
regions” [40], which cannot be used since we do not consider
the actual geometry of the environment.
2.4.3. Small-Scale Variation—Cluster Movement. The RCM
models small-scale changes by the movement of the clus-
ters in parameter space. In every sampling time interval,
the parameters of the paths within a cluster are linearly
incremented. These increments are provided in the cluster
parameters Θc of the respective cluster (see Table 1).
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The update equations of the pth path in the cth cluster for
a moving station with speed v (in wavelengths per second)
are given as
τp,c(t + Δts) = τp,c(t) + Δτc · vΔts,
ϕTx,p,c(t + Δts) = ϕTx,p,c(t) + ΔϕTx,c · vΔts,
ϕRx,p,c(t + Δts) = ϕRx,p,c(t) + ΔϕRx,c · vΔts,
θTx,p,c(t + Δts) = θTx,p,c(t) + ΔθTx,c · vΔts,








+ Δσ2γ,c · vΔts.
(5)
In this way, clusters are moving in delay (causing Doppler
shifts) and in angles, and they smoothly change their power.
The speed v is a scalar defining how fast clusters move. The
“direction” of movement is defined by the cluster movement
parameters.
These small-scale changes intrinsically introduce cor-
related fading. This repeated update inherently creates a
Doppler spectrum, where each individual path contributes
with its Doppler shift νp,c = − f0 · v · Δτc (equal for all
paths within a cluster). Of course, linear movement is just a
first-order approximation of the true movement of clusters,
a more complex method can be found in [41]. However,
the model validation will show that modelling movements
linearly is suﬃcient to accurately reflecting the time-variant
propagation environment.
Whenever a cluster is fading in or fading out due to the
birth/death process, the path weights, γp,c, are additionally










Validation is paramount, it scrutinises whether a model
reflects important properties of the propagation channel.
Particularly for MIMO channels, models need to reflect the
spatial structure of the channel correctly.
We validated the RCM against MIMO channel mea-
surements carried out with an Elektrobit Propsound CS
wideband channel sounder at two centre frequencies of
2.55 GHz and 5.25 GHz. Details about the measurements
and the validated scenarios are presented in Appendix A.
For validation we will use three diﬀerent validation metrics
reflecting the spatial structure of the channels.
3.1. Validation Framework. We use the following procedure
to validate the RCM (Figure 4).
(1) Perform radio channel measurements in representa-
tive scenarios and estimate propagation paths [32]
from the measurements for every snapshot of the
channel.
(2) Parametrise the RCM (see Section 2.2.3).
Measurements














Figure 4: Validation framework.
(3) Generate reference channels by applying the system
model (see Section 2.3.3) to the estimated paths
parameters.
(4) Generate smoothly time-variant modelled channels by
invoking the RCM.
(5) Compare the modelled channels with the reference
channels according to the cdf of diﬀerent validation
metrics.
3.2. Validation Metrics. Before detailing the validation
results, we present the diﬀerent validation metrics. We
concentrate on the validation of the spatial properties of the
modelled channels.
3.2.1. Mutual Information. For the purpose of comparison
with literature we take mutual information (MI) for model
validation [42, 43]. (Quite frequently the term “capacity” is
misused for mutual information.) However, we will show
later in this section that MI has an intrinsic disadvantage,
which disqualifies it as a good metric for validating the
double-directional multipath structure of a time-varying
channel.
We use the narrowband MI at frequency Δ f and time t,


















where Hn(t,Δ f ) denotes the normalised channel matrix,
hence Hn = const ·H. We use the normalisation to keep the
receive SNR constant, which corresponds to perfect power
control at the Tx. In this case, the channel transfer matrix at


















where M denotes the number of frequencies. Then, the
validation metric reflects the spatial structure of the channel
best. We chose an SNR of 10 dB for the following validation
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evaluations. For creating a cdf, we use all time realisations
and frequencies as our ensemble of samples.
The deficiencies of MI as a validation metric will now be
demonstrated by a meaningful example. This example will
also highlight the diﬀerence between average MI and ergodic
capacity.
In Figure 5(a) we consider a single snapshot measured in
the cafeteria environment (see Appendix A.2). This snapshot
is described by a number of propagation paths with their
parameters power, AoA, AoD, and delay. We now calculate
the channel matrix of this scenario using the system model
(4). Then, we create further channel realisations by just
changing the phases of the paths randomly, but do not alter
any other parameter. This method was introduced in [44]
to generate multiple MIMO fading realisations from a single
measurement. Note that this does not change the spatial
structure of the channel at all. Finally, we calculate the MI
for all these realisations according to (8).
Figure 5(b) shows the cdf of the so-computed MI. The
MI varies considerably, even though the spatial structure of
the channel remains the same. The reason for this eﬀect
is the fading created by randomly changing the phases
of the paths. One can see that mutual information fails
to reflect the spatial structure of a single realisation of
an environment. A validation metric reflecting the spatial
structure should provide one unique result, and not a wide-
spread distribution. For this reason, MI is not suited to
assess whether a channel model provides a correct spatial
representation of the scenario or not.
As the spatial structure determines which gains the
channel oﬀers, the RCM strives to reflect the spatial structure
as accurately as possible. Thus, also the validation metric
should be specific to the spatial structure. Nevertheless, as
MI is frequently used for validating MIMO channel models,
we will also use MI in this paper, for reasons of comparison,
but point out its deficiencies in the results.
3.2.2. Environment Characterisation Metric. The Environ-
ment Characterisation Metric (ECM) [29] is directly applied
to the path parameters rather than to the channel matrix.
This section shortly describes the significance of the ECM.
For better readability, we will (i) enumerate all paths in each
time instant from l(t′) = 1, . . . ,L(t′), disregarding cluster
structures for the time being, and (ii) skip the time index t′
in the following derivations whenever it is redundant.
The metric copes with path parameters in diﬀerent units
(angles and delay). For every path l, the angular data is
transformed into its coordinates on the unit sphere for both
























for angles at the Tx it reads similarly. The delays are scaled by
the maximum expected delay that occurs in the considered
snapshots [45], hence τ˜l = τl/(τ(max)l ). So, every path is now
described by seven dimensionless parameters collected in
π l =
[
xRx,l yRx,l zRx,l xTx,l yTx,l zTx,l τ˜l
]T
, (10)
and by its power |γl|2. When considering only azimuthal
propagation, the z-direction must be excluded. (Since the
elevation estimation from our data was not trustworthy, we
excluded elevation in the validation.)
The environment characterization metric (ECM) is















The ECM has the following properties [29].
(i) The metric is system independent as it is calculated
from the propagation paths directly. Additionally,
the metric is independent of the phases of the
propagation paths.
(ii) The main diagonal contains the directional spreads
(comparable to the azimuth and elevation spreads)
at Rx and Tx, and the (normalized) rms delay spread.
In this way, the ECM jointly represents the spatial
structure, and wideband properties of the channel.
(iii) The trace tr{Cπ} is the sum of the directional spreads
[46] at Rx and Tx plus the (normalized) delay spread.
(iv) The determinant det{Cπ} describes the volume
spanned in the parameter space.
We use the ECM for the following two purposes.
(1) Validating the spatio-temporal multipath structure:
the singular values of the ECM (SV-ECM) can be
interpreted as the fingerprint of the scenario, by
which one can judge the compactness of the paths
in the channel. Assuming that the parameters of
all paths span a multidimensional ellipsoid, the
SVs describe the lengths of the main axes of this
ellipsoid. In this way, it transforms the traditional
view of individual parameter spread values into a
joint-spread approach. These properties make the
SV-ECM genuinely suited for comparing channels.
Calculating the SV-ECM for the example shown in
Figure 5(a), the snapshot would result in the same
values of the SV-ECM, no matter which phases the
paths have. This demonstrates that the SV-ECM is a
consistent metric, reflecting the multipath structure
of the channel.
(2) Validating the time-variance: the rate of change of
the ECM shows how strongly the parametric channel
changes between two neighbouring time instants.
To quantify the rate of change between two ECM
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Figure 5: Why mutual information (MI) is no good validation metric: (a) multipath structure of an environment; each MPC is represented
by a color-coded dot. (b) MI cdf computed from environment (a) by adding random phases to the paths, but not changing them otherwise.
matrices of adjacent snapshots, we use the Frobenius











where tr{·} denotes the matrix trace operator, and
‖ · ‖F denotes the Frobenius matrix norm. The
Frobenius inner product quantifies how similar the
eigenvectors of the two matrix arguments are. For
collinear matrices, we have ξ = 1, while for
orthogonal matrices, ξ = 0.
3.2.3. Diversity Measure. Spatial diversity describes the num-
ber of independent fading links between the Tx and Rx
antenna arrays. In a full-diversity system, where all links
between the Tx and Rx arrays are independent, one observes
a spatial diversity of NTxNRx [48]. This diversity is directly
linked with the uncoded bit-error ratio (BER) performance
of MIMO systems [1].
Channel correlation reduces this diversity significantly.
Ivrlac and Nossek provided the Diversity Measure [28], a way
to quantify the available diversity directly from the MIMO
channels without taking the detour via BER simulations.
We will use this measure to quantify the diversity in both
the measured and the modelled channels, and subsequently
compare the results.
The Diversity Measure D(R) of a MIMO system
described by a channel matrix H with channel correlation







Invoking the channel correlation matrix implicitly assumes
the channel to be stationary over the time period of a sliding
window. We want to bring to attention that the channel
correlationmatrix used here is entirely diﬀerent from the path
covariance matrix used as ECM in (11). To estimate samples
of the channel correlation matrix, we chose a sliding window



















with H(t,Δ f ) defined in (4). These estimated correlation
matrices for all time instants are taken as ensemble to obtain
the cdf of (13).
3.3. Validation Results. This paper presents validation results
for two particularly interesting scenarios, (i) a measurement
route in an oﬃce scenario, without line of sight between
transmitter and receiver, and (ii) a route within a cafeteria
(large room) mostly with LOS between transmitter and
receiver (see Figure 11 in Appendix A.2). The Tx was moved
through the rooms while the Rx was placed at a fixed
position. The cafeteria scenario is a particularly challenging
one, diﬃcult to represent by any MIMO channel model,
as it is a combination of two totally diﬀerent propagation
environments, depending on whether the LOS between Rx
and Tx is blocked or not. For validation we generated
smoothly-time varying channels using the RCM and used
the three validation metrics described in the previous
paragraphs. The validation of more scenarios can be found
in [36, Chapter 4].
First, we use the ECM to validate the spatiotemporal mul-
tipath structure. Figure 6 compares the SV-ECM of the mod-
elled paths with those identified directly from measurements
“reference channels”, both at 2.55 GHz and at 5.25 GHz,
neglecting elevation. The ECM oﬀers five SVs, shown as
dashed lines (RCM) and solid lines (measurements). We
observe that, judging from the ECM, the multipath structure
is quite similar at the two carrier frequencies in both
scenarios. The NLOS oﬃce scenario is much better matched
at 2.55 GHz than at 5.25 GHz. At 5.25 GHz, the third and
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Figure 7: Time-variant validation using the Environment Characterisation Metric: CDF of collinearity between snapshots adjacent in time
(Δt = 0.22 seconds).








































































































Figure 9: Model validation using the diversity measure.
fourth SV-ECM of the modelled channels obviously have
a positive bias. The reason for this poor match is an
environment pdf that has little variation, particularly in
the cluster receive azimuth position domain. This leads to
reduced randomness when drawing the parameters of the
scenarios, resulting in steeper SV-ECM cdfs. Considering
the cafeteria scenario, there is much stronger variability,
but still the environment is represented quite well. In both
scenarios, the smallest SV-ECM of the modelled channels has
a significant negative bias. We found the reason for this to be
outlier paths that were estimated from the measurement, but
these are not modelled by the RCM.
In a second step, we use the collinearity between
two ECM matrices to validate the time variance. Figure 7
quantifies how strongly the channels change from snapshot
to snapshot. In detail, the figure shows the cdfs of the ECM
distances evaluated between all two adjacent time instants for
both the modelled channels and the reference channels. A
value of ξ = 1 indicates that the channels did not change,
while smaller numbers indicate changes in the multipath
structure.
In the NLOS oﬃce scenario, where the SNR of the
measurement was only average, we observe that the model
has a slightly lower number of small changes than the
reference channels (rightmost part of Figure 7(a)). This is
due to the path parameter estimation algorithm, which
always estimates a number of outlier paths that appear at
random in any single time snapshot. In the cafeteria scenario,
we observe much stronger changes than in the oﬃce scenario
due to the changes in the LOS part of the environment. The
measurement SNR was high, so random outliers were no
problem, as the rightmost part of the curves show. Between
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the outage probabilities of 10−2 and 1, the model fits the
measurement very well, which is the statistically relevant
part. The few much larger changes that are observed in the
measurements occur during the abrupt transition from LOS
to NLOS.
Next, we present the validation using mutual information.
Figure 8 shows the cdf of the evaluated mutual information
for both modelled and reference channels at both carrier
frequencies. We observe that the MI of the modelled channels
have a negative bias in both scenarios. This could be already
expected from the ECM validation, where the spreading of
the paths (strongest SV-ECM) was also slightly too low. We
discourage the use of MI for validating the spatial structure
of the radio channel, since MI is influenced by both spatial
structure and fading.
Finally, Figure 9 compares the Diversity Measure values
of the modelled channels with the reference channels. In
both scenarios, diversity is slightly overmodelled. While this
is also a common eﬀect of analytical channel models, there
is no connection here. It may also happen that the RCM
undermodels diversity. This result could also have been
expected from the MI cdfs, where the cdf of the modelled
channels showed a sligtly steeper slope than the cdf of the
reference channels.
4. Conclusions
The presented Random-Cluster Model is well able to reflect
the spatial properties of measured time-variant MIMO chan-
nels, even if the properties of the environment are varying
between LOS and NLOS. By its direct parametrisation from
measurement data, the RCM is specific to the measured
environment. Since the RCM is propagation-based, the RCM
is also scalable in carrier frequency, in bandwidth, and
in its antenna array configuration. Still, it is a stochastic
model. The propagation environment is described using a
multivariate pdf of the cluster parameters. Depending on the
accuracy of the estimation of this pdf from measurements,
the parametrisation complexity is scalable. Time variance is
implemented by linear cluster movement. Using the recom-
mended clustering algorithm in combination with a Kernel
Density Estimator, the RCM is parametrised automatically
without user interaction.
Validation showed a close fit between the channels mod-
elled by the RCM, and reference channels obtained from the
measurements. Even though the RCM was only successfully
validated against indoor measurements, the model structure
is also well suited to represent outdoor radio channels,
when adapting the parameters, respectively. This renders the
RCM to be ideally suited to model particularly interesting
propagation conditions that were measured before.
Appendix
A. Channel Measurements
This appendix describes the channel measurement equip-
ment and the investigated scenarios.
Table 2: Parameter settings for the PropSound Channel SounderCS.
Parameter 2.55 GHz 5.25 GHz
Transmit power [dBm] 26 26
Bandwidth [MHz] 200 200
Chip frequency [MHz] 100 100
Number of TX antennas 56 50
Number of RX antennas 8 32
Code length [μs] 2.55 2.55
Channel sampling rate [Hz] 92.6 59.4
Cycle duration [μs] 1542.24 8415.00
TX antenna height [m] 1.53 1.53
RX antenna height [m] 1.05 0.82
A.1. Equipment
We employed a wideband radio channel sounder, EB
Propsound CS [49], which utilizes periodic pseudorandom
binary signals. The sounder is described in more detail
in [50]. In sounding, M-sequences with adjustable code
lengths are transmitted and multiplexed by switching the
transmit and receive antennas. The spread spectrum signal
has 100 Mchip/s chip rate and switches through all the
antennas with the cycle rates presented in Table 2. Thus,
sequential radio channel measurement between all possible
TX and RX antenna pairs is achieved. The number of antenna
elements used is inversely proportional to the cycle rate.
The sounder was operated in burst-mode, that is, after four
measuring cycles there was a break to allow real-time data
transfer to the hard disk unit. During the measurements,
a real-time display of the received impulse responses (IRs)
could be monitored from the control laptop computer. In
addition to basic data handling features, the post-processing
tools include the ISIS (Initialization and Search Improved
SAGE) software to identify individual MPCs by a super-
resolution SAGE algorithm employing maximum likelihood
techniques for parameter estimation [51].
The selected antenna arrays (Figure 10) are able to
capture largely the spatial characteristics of the radio channel
at both link-ends. The 2.55 GHz array (Figure 10(a)) used
at the TX consists of 28 dual-polarized patch elements.
The elements are positioned in a way that allows channel
probing in the full azimuth domain. The upper ring of
antenna elements in the ODA was not operative on one
link end, so elevation information was not extracted from
the measurements. Figure 10(b) shows the uniform circular
array with 7 + 1 monopoles used at the RX end at 2.55 GHz.
It supports full azimuth direction probing but not the
elevation. At 5.25 GHz both TX and RX had 25 element patch
arrays shown in Figure 10(c). Their properties are similar
to the 2.55 GHz patch array. Table 3 shows the azimuth and
elevation coverage of the antennas.
All antennas had been calibrated in an anechoic chamber.
The signal model on which SAGE is based is using the
measured array pattern data for calculating the angles of
impinging or outgoing waves. In the calibration process, the
antenna pattern of each single element was measured in
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(a) 3 × 8 ODA,
2.55 GHz
(b) 7 + 1 UCA, 2.55 GHz (c) 2 × 9 ODA,
5.25 GHz






























































Figure 11: Measured scenarios.
Table 3: Antenna parameters.
Antenna Azimuth coverage Elevation coverage
3× 8 ODA 2.55 GHz −180◦ · · · 180◦ −55◦ · · · 90◦
7 + 1 UCA 2.55 GHz −180◦ · · · 180◦ 0◦ · · · 60◦
2× 9 ODA 5.25 GHz −180◦ · · · 180◦ −55◦ · · · 90◦
amplitude and phase over azimuth and elevation, resulting
in an azimuth/elevation matrix. This measurement was
done for both horizontal and vertical polarisation. To
minimize the interference of WLAN and Bluetooth, one
center frequency for the measurements was chosen to be
2.55 GHz. Still, there seems to have been (spurious) radiation
from these devices above 2.45 GHz, so we had to expect
an enhanced noise floor in the IRs. The ensuing smaller
dynamic range resulted in a smaller number of paths that
ISIS could extract from the measurement. At the other center
frequency of 5.25 GHz we did not observe any interference.
A.2. Scenarios
We took measurements on 28 diﬀerent routes [36], of which
we analyse two particularly interesting ones in this paper. The
outer walls of the building were reinforced concrete or brick-
stone walls, while inside walls were mostly of plasterboard
with internal metal mounts.
The first measurement, NLOS throughout, was done in
an oﬃce environment, where the receiver was fixed in the
corridor and the transmitter was moved along a route in an
oﬃce (Figure 11(a)).
The second measurement, predominantly LOS, was
recorded in a cafeteria with metal tables and chairs. The
receiver was fixed on a table, and the transmitter was moved
along a route in the room. The Tx-Rx distance variation
was large, and the LOS between transmitter and receiver was
sometimes shadowed by an elevator (Figure 11(b)). People
were moving randomly in the environment.
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